INTRODUCTION
Entities, like people and organizations, are at the core of multiple techniques and applications devised to automatically process text documents [6, 9, 19] . One of these applications is reputation analysis, for example, in monitoring through news streams the stock performance of a company or a scandal around a celebrity.
is task, termed online reputation management [1] , is concerned with identifying and mining textual contexts from media streams, e.g. sentences in news articles, in which a given entity occurs. In order to identify such contexts, it is necessary to detect mentions of entities and disambiguate them, making this problem closely related to that of entity linking (EL) [5, 12, 16, 20] . Entity linking is a prime example of entity-centered problems that are naturally addressed with methods that rely on knowledge bases (KBs)-largescale repositories containing properties and facts about entities in a structured format. e suitability of such semantics-aware methods, nevertheless, is limited by the amount of information available for a given entity. EL benchmarks, for example, usually report very good performance, however, the evaluation datasets are focused on the head of the entities distribution (i.e., popular entities), and systems are trained to perform well on those entities [12] . Conversely, entities in the long tail are out of focus for most entity-oriented approaches [20] .
In this paper, we address the problem of identifying contexts for monitoring long-tail entities in news articles. Speci cally, we propose a generative probabilistic framework to rank contexts where a surface form of a long-tail entity occurs, by leveraging support information. As shown experimentally, our approach is in particular able to cope with out-of-KB entities in a robust manner.
To illustrate the main ideas behind our framework, consider Fig. 1 , where we aim to monitor the long-tail input entity e = ISAI, a French enterpreneurs' fund. en, we wish to identify contexts (here: sentences) that mention one of the known surface forms of e * Work done while Darío Gariglio i was visiting Signal. ICTIR '19 (e.g., "ISAI" or "Isai"). It is o en the case that two or more entities share the same surface form. For example, in the context "Capital rm ISAI just raised a new $175 million fund," the surface form indeed refers to ISAI, meanwhile in "S.J. Surya's Isai begins with a curious disclaimer, " it refers to an Indian movie. Deciding which entity a given mention refers to is known as entity disambiguation, a well-studied subtask in the context of entity linking. Modern entity disambiguation approaches leverage rich semantic information associated with entities in a KB [2] -information which is lacking, or missing altogether, for long-tail entities. is renders supervised learning methods unsuitable and motivates us to develop an unsupervised solution. Our main underlying idea is to utilize established entities (referred to as support entities, with rich KB entries) similar to the input entity, and their contexts (support contexts), to rank the contexts in which the input entity is mentioned. erefore, we rst rank support entities (SER step in Fig. 1 ) according to how similar they are to e, e.g.,ẽ = Fundica. Next, we identify support contexts for each support entity via traditional entity linking (SCR step in Fig. 1 ), e.g.,c = "Fundica held the nals of their Roadshow. " Finally, we rank contexts for our input entity by considering their similarity to the support contexts (CCR step in Fig. 1 ).
For evaluation, we build a curated test collection of 165 long-tail entities (comprised of 92 in-KB entities with Wikipedia pages and 73 out-of-KB entities) and collect relevance assessments for contexts retrieved from a large news corpus. We show experimentally that our method substantially outperforms both an entity linking and a retrieval baseline. Moreover, it performs just as well for entities without any representation in Wikipedia, a se ing where the entity linking baseline fails inevitably. e contributions that we make in this work are: (i) an unsupervised context retrieval approach for long-tail entities, (ii) a purpose-built test collection, and (iii) a detailed component-level evaluation and an analysis of performance for in-KB vs. out-of-KB entities.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
We rst clarify some terminology and assumptions.
Each entity e in a knowledge base (KB) has a unique identi er. A surface form, or alias, of e is a textual phrase used to refer to e. For example, "Obama" or "US President" may be some of the known aliases to refer to the entity whose identi er is Barack Obama. An entity mention is a surface form occurring in some context (span of text). For simplicity, in this paper we take contexts to be sentences, i.e., the unit of retrieval are sentences.
In the rest of this work, e is a long-tail entity, and C is a set of contexts each with at least one alias of e being mentioned. We assume that we know (i) a brief textual description e desc , (ii) the entity type (among Person, Location, or Organization), and (iii) all the entity surface forms. ese assumptions are intuitive in our scenario of entity monitoring in media, where all this information can be easily traced and provided by an external component. We also assume that we have access to a large collection of entities E from an entity catalog or a KB, e.g. Wikipedia. Another assumption is that all entity mentions in the contexts are detected.
Given e and C, we aim to rank each context c ∈ C according to the likelihood that the (potentially ambiguous) entity mention in c refers to e. e context retrieval problem then consists in assigning a score s(c, e) to each pair (c, e) indicating our con dence that e is the entity mentioned in c.
GENERATIVE MODELING FRAMEWORK
We introduce a generative probabilistic model for scoring a context c ∈ C according to P(c |e), i.e., the probability that the surface form mentioned in c refers to the long-tail entity e. Formally:
is model has three components (illustrated in Fig. 1 ): (i) P(ẽ |e) (Support Entity Ranking, or SER) expresses the importance of a support entityẽ for the given long-tail entity e;
(ii) P(c |ẽ) (Support Context Ranking, or SCR) represents the importance of a support contextc for a support entityẽ; and (iii) P(c |e,c) (Context-to-Context Ranking, or CCR) is the importance of a support contextc for a context c, given that an alias of the long-tail entity e is mentioned in c.
e last expression in Eq. (1) is obtained a er assuming independence of c w.r.t.ẽ givenc, and ofc w.r.t. e givenẽ.
Support Entity Ranking
Since e has a limited representation in KBs and in contexts where its known aliases might be mentioned, the textual description e desc we assume known (cf. Sect. 2) is key to nd relevant entities. It is appropriate then to consider a text matching method that ranks support entities for e. is method can be, for example, a retrieval model that uses e desc to query the entity collection E. is collection should contain mostly entities with good data representation, e.g, by being taken from an actual KB.
Given an entity ranking function ser , we denote the importance score ofẽ for e by ser (e,ẽ). We can then estimate P(ẽ |e) by ser (e,ẽ)/ e ∈Ẽ ser (e, e ).
Support Context Ranking
Once N support entitiesẼ = (ẽ 1 , ...,ẽ N ) are ranked for e, we aim to exploit the contexts where it is known that entities fromẼ are mentioned. Speci cally, for eachẽ i , i ∈ 1, ..., N , let Cẽ i be a collection of contexts, such that for eachc x ∈ Cẽ i ,c x contains a mention linked toẽ i . We assume that each of these collections is previously built, by applying an entity linking system over a universe of context candidates. en, we take M i support contextsC i = {c 1 , ...,c M i } among all the contexts in Cẽ i . For each C i , its size M i would be informative enough, since the "support" entity collection E is mostly head-oriented, and there the EL system should link eachẽ i from a su ciently large number of contexts. We refer to the contexts of anyC as support contexts, and say that the previously applied EL method links an entity mention inc toẽ with con dence con f (c,ẽ). e set of all support contexts for the long-tail entity e is de ned asC = iCi . We can then estimate P(c |ẽ) with con f (c,ẽ)/ c ∈C con f (c ,ẽ).
Context-to-Context Ranking
Given e and a context c ∈ C, ccr (c,c) denotes the relevance score of c for each support contextc ∈C. In order to estimate P(c |e,c), we de ne the following estimator: ccr (c,c)/ c ∈C ccr (c ,c).
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
is section describes the estimators, dataset, evaluation metrics and baselines that we use in our experiments.
Component estimators. For estimating the SER component (cf. Sect. 3.1), we take articles from Wikipedia (2018-10-01 dump) to be our entity collection E. We then approach entity ranking via a standard unstructured retrieval model, speci cally, BM25 [17] with parameters set as k1 = 1.2 and b = 0.8, as recommended in [11] .
e entity description e desc is used as a query over the opening text eld to rank at most 200 support entities. We refer to this SER de nition as basic. We also consider two variants to this method: (i) pop, in which the basic retrieval score is multiplied by the popularity of the support entity estimated by the number of incoming links of its Wikipedia article; and (ii) types, where we lter out, from the ranking, entities which do not have common types (assigned from the DBpedia Ontology) with the type of e; ttypes corresponds to the strict ltering method in [7] . Type information has been shown to signi cantly improve retrieval performance, e.g., in the scenario of ad hoc entity retrieval [8] . A parameter N ∈ {50, 100} controls the cut-o of the support entity ranking.
Secondly, we describe the SCR estimation (cf. Sect. 3.2). We work with a sample of 5 million news articles, published between October 2017 and September 2018, provided by commercial news streams aggregators. We perform entity linking on the content of each article, using Spotlight [4] version 1.0.0 (with the latest model released for English language: 2016-10) 1 . For each entity mention in an article, we retain an entity linking candidate only if its nal con dence score is above a threshold θ of 0.9, to ensure high-quality support information.
en, from each article, we pick a single context (sentence) with an entity mention that has at least one retained candidate, regardless which entity it is. Given a support entityẽ, Cẽ is the set of all contexts whereẽ was linked, and so we takeC forẽ as any non-empty subset of Cẽ . A parameter M ∈ {50, 100} controls the size ofC.
Finally, regarding the estimation of the CCR component (cf. Sect. 3.3), we consider two approaches to model ccr . Firstly, we de ne ccr (c,c) to be the retrieval score (BM25, k1 = 1.2, b = 0.8) of c when usingc as a query over an index of contexts. We refer to this method as retrie al. Alternatively, we model ccr (c,c) as a semantic similarity between the long-tail entity context c and a support contextc. Speci cally, we de ne a semantic method to be the cosine similarity between the vectors v c and vc , where v s is the average, for all the terms in a context s, of term vectors in the pre-trained word2vec word embeddings [14] .
Test collection. In order to ensure quality in the earliest step, we manually identify a set E of 165 long-tail entities. ese correspond to either entities that have recently emerged, or entities with certain lifespan yet presenting di culties to be linked with reasonable accuracy. 162 out of the 165 entities (i.e., 98.18%) are of type Organization, and 3 are people. A er requesting for responses to the Wikipedia RESTful API 2 , we nd that 73 out the 165 entities (i.e., 44.24%) -all organizations-do not have a corresponding Wikipedia page by October 1st, 2018. For this subset of entities, the average number of known surface forms is 1.07 per entity; for the remainder 92 in Wikipedia, the average is 1.11 per entity.
For each long-tail entity e ∈ E, we search for contexts where at least one of its surface forms occurs. Speci cally, for a given e, we rank a set C of at most 5,000 contexts from a proprietary collection using each of the possible con gurations (i.e., combinations of estimators and parameter se ings for SER, SCR and CCR components; cf. Sect. 3). We use the well-established top-k pooling technique [21] for our relevance assessment. We take the top 20 contexts from each of these rankings, and build a pool. Each of these 4,536 pooled contexts is assessed by an expert media analyst regarding whether it is relevant or not for its long-tail entity.
Evaluation Metrics. We use two evaluation metrics: Mean Average Precision (MAP) and Mean Reciprocal Ranking (MRR), both very sensitive to highly ranked relevant contexts.
Baselines. Our baseline, a strong sentence retrieval model [3] , ranks the contexts in C for a long-tail entity e by the standard BM25 retrieval score of querying with e desc an index of C. 3 (Note that this is di erent from the retrie al CCR component described above.) We also apply the Spotlight entity linker, previously used for estimating SCR (cf. Sect. 3.2), over each context in the universe for all long-tail entities, e C e . We experiment with two values for the Spotlight nal con dence threshold θ : 0.6, as the best performing Spotlight se ing [13] , and 0.9 as before.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our experiments address three research questions: (RQ1) What is the best way to estimate each component?, (RQ2) How does our approach perform for context retrieval?, and (RQ3) How does it perform for entities with and without representation in a KB?
Framework Components
Our probabilistic model (cf. Sect. 3) consists of three components: (i) Support Entity Ranking (SER), estimated by de ning the function ser using either basic, pop or types, and with cut-o parameter N ; (ii) Support Context Ranking (SCR), estimated via entity linking con dence, with parameter M for the size of the support contexts set; and (iii) Context-to-Context Ranking (CCR), modeled with retrieval or semantic estimator to de ne the function ccr . Table 1 presents the performance of every possible con guration for context retrieval. In order to answer (RQ1: what are the best component estimators?), we rst notice that SER de ned as basic outperforms its pop and types variants. It does that for each of both CCR se ings, and for any pair of values for the (N , M) parameters.
e di erences in favor of SER are highly signi cant in terms of MAP, and less or not signi cant according to MRR. Filtering by common type should help retain relevant support entities, but the results suggest that, even with slight di erences in terms of MRR, the performance of the whole ranking in terms of MAP is degraded. Secondly, there is not a clear pa ern in the performance when comparing se ings for the M parameter. Regarding the last component, the semantic de nition of CCR leads to the best estimator. is shows that the vocabulary mismatch a ects CCR, a gap against which the semantic method is more robust. 
Unsupervised Context Retrieval
Moving to address RQ2, we compare, against the baseline, the best performing con guration of our approach, found in Sect. 5.1 (i.e., using basic SER, N = 50, M = 50, and semantic CCR). e results in Table 2 corresponding to the entire set E of long-tail entities show that our method outperforms the baseline with high signi cance. is validates the suitability of our framework, that leverages support information to rank contexts, for long-tail entities. e very low performance of Spotlight 2016-10 con rms that most of the long-tail entities that happen to exist by October 2018 were indeed recently added between those two dates.
Out-of-KB Entities
To answer RQ3, we add the two last blocks in Table 2 that present the retrieval performances in the two disjoint subsets of E, namely with and without a corresponding Wikipedia article. We observe that our approach not only outperforms the baseline highly signi cantly in each of both subsets, but is also robust for the subset of entities that are not present in Wikipedia. It is in this subset of entities, clearly long-tail, that our approach performs best.
RELATED WORK
Blanco and Zaragoza [3] are the rst to formalize and evaluate the task of nding sentences to support the relationship between an entity and an ad-hoc query. In our task, we relax the query-aware constraint by only ranking contexts for an entity. Another di erence is that we require for a context to contain an entity mention. Closely developed with production-scale media monitoring, recent related work has addressed a number of applications like tracking entity popularity in media [9] , and entity-centric approaches for topic modeling [19] . Färber et al. [6] formalize a series of challenges on missing entities and/or surface forms in KBs for entity linking, focusing on the detection of emerging entities in news articles. Our work faces all these long-tail entity challenges, i.e., whether or not a surface form matches any known surface form for the entities in the KB, and whether or not the correct entity actually exists in the KB. Reinanda et al. [15] introduce EIDF, an entity-independent, supervised learning model to retain documents in news that are vital to enhance a textual entity pro le. Our task concerns with much smaller semantic units (sentences) as contexts for entities. en, in our se ing, an unsupervised approach appears more suitable, since structural document features they use, like informativeness or timeliness, are no longer able to be captured.
Supervised learning models for EL highly depend on ne-tuned training data from KBs during the candidate selection stage [16] . Related work also nds that EL datasets are skewed towards popular and frequent entities of general-purpose KBs, and emphasizes the need for datasets that focus on the long tail [20] . In this line, a very large proportion of entities lack of Wikipedia coverage, leading to a long tail of entities unlinkable by state-of-the-art systems [5] . Very recently, a systematic study veri es that EL systems are heavily optimized on head entities, yet perform worst for infrequent, highly ambiguous entities [12] .
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an unsupervised approach to retrieve contexts for long-tail entities. We built a test collection, consisting in a set of long-tail entities manually identi ed, and relevance assessments for contexts.
e experimental results show that our approach outperforms a text matching baseline, and also is robust for entities without representation in Wikipedia.
In a scenario of a newly emerged entity under media management, the entity will likely lack a KB entry during a long period [9] . Our method can be used in such cases to retrieve contexts, powering entity mining in news articles. We see at least two additional applications of our approach. Firstly, the top-ranked contexts identi ed by our approach could be used as weakly labeled instances in training entity linking models by distant supervision. Secondly, these contexts could be used for augmenting textual entity pro les, e.g., by leveraging information from ltered news articles [15] and by incorporating media streams in the entity representation [10] .
